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FIELDLINE® LARGE ULTIMATE FIELD HAUL DUFFLETM — GET IT, AND YOUʼRE ALL SET 

Perfect For Hauling All Your Gear and More in the Field 
 
Itʼs easy to fall in love with the latest hunting gear or the perfect new gadget that will assist you invaluably on your next 
hunt.  Carrying it all however, is not always as simple.  With every new hunting season, we seem to haul a little more 
with us.  When you need more space look to the Fieldline® Ultimate Field Haul DuffleTM, which gives you 6,750 cubic 
inches of room for everything you need for your next hunt. 
 
Whether you plan to haul it through the woods, an airport or just throw it in the back of your pick up, the spacious 
Fieldline Large Ultimate Field Haul Duffle is an ideal companion.  Measuring 15 in. x 30 in. / 38 cm x 76.2 cm, the 
duffle is durable, and designed to keep your gear safe and organized.  The duffle is built to last with heavy-duty 600 
denier construction, which is a fancy way of saying the fibers are constructed in a dense pattern in order to ensure a 
hard-wearing and long lasting bag. 
 
Built to be functional and to keep equipment protected, the duffle has a large main compartment ideal for clothing as 
well as two large side panel pockets to keep gear separated and organized.  The Fieldline Large Ultimate Field Haul 
Duffle also features an easy access front zipper pocket and comes with a travel pouch for keeping smaller items safe.  
Carry this practically constructed duffle any way thatʼs convenient for you with both an adjustable shoulder strap as 
well as a sturdy “rip-grip” wrap carry handle made specifically to evenly distribute weight. 

 
The Fieldline Large Ultimate Field Haul Duffle is available in Mossy Oak® Breakup or Realtree All  
Purpose™ camouflage. 

 
Fieldline works and plays as hard as you do, so it offers a Lifetime Warranty so you can take your gear to the field with 
confidence.  Fieldline is committed to providing high-quality packs, duffles and lifestyle accessories that are fully 
guaranteed against defects in workmanship and materials for the life of the product. 

 
To learn more about Fieldlineʼs Large Ultimate Field Haul Duffle or any of the companyʼs rugged hunting gear and  
accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032  92390 • Telephone: (800) 438-3353 
Or visit online at www.fieldline.com.  ʻLikeʼ the company on Facebook: www.facebook.com/fieldline.  
 

Editorʼs Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com.  
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